VIRTUAL BATTERY EXPERT
AT YOUR SERVICE

DIAGNOSE HELPS YOU
TO UNDERSTAND YOUR
BATTERIES BETTER
DIAGNOSE, our remote monitoring and diagnostics solution,
provides real-time statistics on your battery health and performance.
This helps you to prevent potential safety issues and to plan battery
maintenance and replacement.

REMOTE MONITORING AND
CENTRALIZED SURVEILLANCE
Monitor and manage battery fleet remotely and
receive notifications, alerts as well as history data.

REAL-TIME WARRANTY
MONITORING
Customised warranty monitoring collects and
stores detailed data throughout the battery
lifetime. This helps you in quality issues.
Monitoring also lets you react and adjust battery
operation.

INDEPENDENT AND
UNIVERSAL SOLUTION
Our diagnostics calculations are brand independent.

DIAGNOSE provides the same diagnostic regardless

of battery manufacturer. This allows real comparison
between different batteries.

INCREASED VALUE AND
READINESS FOR 2ND LIFE
DIAGNOSE offers full battery status and history

data to help identify suitable cells for second life
application. This means that the batteries don’t
need to be transported for separate evaluation.

IMPROVED
SAFETY
DIAGNOSE monitors that batteries operate under

safe conditions and alerts if those are exceeded.
It also has a proprietary method to detect nascent
internal short circuits early on.

BETTER BATTERY
PERFORMANCE AND
LIFETIME PREDICTION
Follow, compare and optimise the performance and
health of your battery fleet. DIAGNOSE provides detailed
information on battery health, on Li-ion batteries that
have non-linear degradation. Predictive maintenance
helps to avoid service breaks and saves money

HOW DOES THE DIAGNOSTIC
SOFTWARE WORK?

“Working with Akkurate has been effortless, backed up by
a highly professional team. We found the DIAGNOSE

DIAGNOSE adds remote real-time diagnostics and predictive features of the whole

platform very beneficial and powerful tool to quickly
get real time and historical operation and warranty
insights.”

battery fleet on top of Battery Management System (BMS) and Energy Management
System (EMS) that are basically local solutions for single systems.

DIAGNOSE gives you instant overview of your batteries with history data, event

notifications and alerts as well as customised warranty monitoring where-ever you are

DIAGNOSE brings you the extensive battery knowledge of Akkurate – to understand
your batteries better and make better informed decisions about your assets

CUSTOMER

Battery data can
be visualizaed by
using Akkurate
UI or customer’s
own UI (API).
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